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Innovation Inventory as a Source
of Creativity for Interactive Television 25
Datis Khajeheian and Mike Friedrichsen

25.1 Introduction

“Television used to be a simple affair: a technically highly standardized medium,

with fairly similar organizational structure, content types, and business models

across developed countries. It provided a nationwide, middle-of-the-road content

delivered by national networks, distributed regionally by TV stations with some

local programming thrown in, and with either advertising or governmental funding

as its economic model. But now, TV is getting quite complicated and varied. And

the question is, where is this taking us?” (Noam, 2008: 7).

The search for an answer to Eli Noam’s question leads us to study television

from various dimensions. The pervasiveness of television in our everyday lives

makes the subject broad to study. It creates an uncertainty to where the subject is

leading us. Therefore there is the need to study it from different perspectives. This

chapter provides a conceptual perspective on the economics of television and how

this medium can save its superiority in the attention markets, in the era of Internet

media, to secure advertising incomes.

The main theory of this paper is the Eliasson and Eliasson theory of strategic

acquisition. The theory implies integrating innovative and operational efficiency

over markets. Using this theory, the authors try to understand how television

managers can enable their organizations to adapt and use their competencies for

satisfying new consumer needs in an evolutionary market with the existing power-

shift in advertising. Berman, Battino, Shipnuck, and Neus (2008) explain the power
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shift in media industries, where budgets have shifted to new formats based on the

four key drivers of attention, creativity, measures and advertising inventories.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: in the first section a literature review

on television and society shows the uniqueness of television and why no other

media can replace the television. The importance of this section is to show that

despite the increasing popularity of digital media, the television saves its superior

position in people’s lives. Therefore, it is worthy to advance the study from the

economic and value delivery perspective. In next section technological changes in

television is discussed to show how television evolves under technological

advances. The section also explains how the acceptance of new television features

and the evolution of interactive television influences the interaction with viewers.

Finally, by using the existing theories, a conceptual model for integration of users’

innovations with operational competencies is proposed.

25.2 Television and Society

The television is a uniquemedia in our era. It functions both as a technology and a tool

for cultural storytelling and is a sort of “window on the world” or a “cultural hearth”

that has gathered our families, told us stories, and offered glimpses of a world outside

our daily experience (Lotz, 2007: 3). From the other side, the television does not only

transfer ideas, but provides a mean towards understanding the society: “We can learn

far more about the conditions and values of a society by contemplating how it chooses

to play, to use its free time, to take its leisure, than by examining how it goes about

its work” (Giamatti, 1989: 13 cited in Cooper-Chen, 2005: 237). Kackman, Binfield,

Payne, Perlman, and Sebok (2011: 4) stressed on the Television as a ‘Flow’ medium

and argues that the Television has always been a convergent medium that mixed a

blend of programs, advertisements, promos, film trailers and so on. They concluded

that the television reflects a particular ‘institutionalization of culture’.

Lotz (2007: 31) believes that centrality [and popularity] of the television is

derived from its availability and ubiquity. The accessibility of television was in

many ways enabled by the low cost of acquiring its programming. She studied the

Television using the network Era approach, and argues that, during that time, the

medium gained its status as a primary cultural institution precisely because

network-era programming could and did reach such vast audiences. In her view,

‘the Television derived its significance from its capacity to broadly share informa-

tion and ideas and facilitate an “electronic public sphere” of sorts. Its stories and

ideas reached a mass audience, that some have argued enabled television programs

to negotiate contradictory and contested social ideas, while others have proposed

that this reach allowed television to enforce a dominant way of thinking’.

The new generation is characterized by their adoption of new media. And new

media serves both as a tool for them and as a way for them to define themselves.

Young people often lead the way with new technology, and this is a source of pride

for the millennial generation. New media is important to them, not just for what

they can do with the devices, but because the new media is seen as theirs (Geraci &
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Nagy, 2004). However, the power of television is in its intrinsic old features of

linear watching and passive interaction. This is the television lifestyle: the way

consumers interface with television programs with various length is fairly standard,

they sit back and watch. TV lacks the interactivity that would allow content

producers to render different types of programming fundamentally differently

(Gibs, 2008: 15) and this deficiency gives the television a specific characteristic

for lifestyle. It offers social integration, it is useful as a means for tension release

(Katz, Haas, & Gurevitch, 1973) and to forget the daily troubles of life. Hence the

television has performed well. As Ekman and Lankoski (2004: 167) describes it, the

Television as a medium has established traditions for how it is used. In addition,

online viewing has a very specialized audience: those with larger monitors, broad-

band access, and high-quality sound on their home computers (Gibs, 2008: 15).

The important influence of change in the media comes from revenue point of

view. Increasingly empowered consumers, more self-reliant advertisers, and ever-

evolving technologies are redefining how advertising is sold, created, consumed,

and tracked (Berman et al., 2008).

When Nielsen asked 2200 long-form video viewers to rank in the order of their

preference genres (i.e., drama, sit-com, reality programming) on both the Internet

and television, their responses were basically the same. In general, consumers like

watching the same programming on both media. This trend suggests that those

consumers whom we identify as predominantly home content consumers see very

little difference in the type of content they wish to watch (Gibs, 2008: 15).

25.3 Technology and New Media

Web 2.0 and its influence on media industry is so significant that Creeber and

Martin (2009) argue that it is fair to coin the phrase ‘Media Studies 2.0’ as the area

to study this new wave of technology. This influence involves Television too,

despite its unique characteristics. Ekman and Lankoski (2004) argue, technological

innovations have a tendency of spreading from medium to medium. Technological

advances create more needs and demands and the evolution of the media satisfies

these needs. And interactive television is the product of the television and digital

characteristics. Based on Lekakos, Chorianopoulos, and Doukidis (2008) the Tele-

vision is no longer restricted to one type of technology, one type of service, and one

type of application, that is, television programming. But interactive digital televi-

sion is composed of different technologies and a diversity of different applications,

services, and contents. TV has been transformed from a mono-application to a

multi-applications medium.

The remarkable point to note is that not only does new media remediate older

media, but older media can also remediate newer ones. For example, using the

interactivity of networking, Telephone remediates itself to videoconferencing tele-

vision. Of course, no medium can work and function independently and establish its

own separated and purified space of cultural meaning. It is possible to claim that a

new medium makes a good thing even better, but this seldom seems to suit the

rhetoric of remediation and is certainly not the case for digital media (Bolter &
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Grusin, 1999). Dewdney and Ride (2006: 285) explains that new media (and digital

television of course) is a continuous extension of existing media culture in which

the rules of representation are maintained.

Technological changes and the increase in use of internet does not mean that

“TV” as a concept (rather than a device) is dying, in fact quite the opposite is

happening—TV is going through a revolution (Gibs, 2008: 11). In particular, digital

culture is associated with the speeding up of societal change, causing a number of

technological and social transformations in a surprisingly short amount of time

(Creeber & Martin, 2009: 5).

Four generations of television picture quality can be distinguished: (1) Pre-TV,

(2) Analog TV, (3) Digital TV, (4) Individualized TV (Noam, 2008: 7). The focus

of this research is on Individualized TV and how it will influence the consumer

markets. Hilms explains that ’Television screens have both expanded and shrunk

dramatically from the increasingly theatre-like flat screens, now part of home

entertainment centers and to the tiny windows on cell phones and iPods. The

computer screen becomes[iw1] a television, while television screens hook up

with computers. Many former couch potatoes now use their television screens

only for playing video games. New program forms debut from ‘mobisodes’ and

‘webisodes’ (television material only available on cell phones or websites) to

increasingly interactive formats that allow viewers to affect the narrative, as in

voting for the next Pop Idol or calling in questions to be discussed on air’

(2009: 54).

25.4 Advertising Shift

There is no question that the future of advertising will look radically different from

its past. The push for control of attention, creativity, measurements, and inventory

will reshape the advertising value chain and shift the balance of power. For both

incumbent and new players, it is imperative to plan for multiple consumer futures

[iw1], craft agile strategies, and build new capabilities before advertising as we

know it disappears (Gibs, 2008: 33). As advertising budgets shift to new formats

and shape the future advertising market, the control of marketing revenues and

power will hinge on four key market drivers: attention, creativity, measures, and

advertising inventories (Ibid, p 34).

Another factor in the shift in advertising are the new possibilities for advertising

contents. Noam proposes that the television market will be diversifying horizon-

tally and vertically. In his perspective, horizontal diversification includes more

diverse programs and content of standard quality. Vertical diversification means a

variety of quality levels from low resolution to highly enriched, immersive, partici-

patory TV. The important usage of his thesis is that commercials broadcast on high

resolution ones and provide opportunities for advertisers to have a better reach to

consumers: “Viewers will also accept low-quality resolution from non-commercial

sources. But for commercial content, despite the lowering of cost of a given

technology, competition and user expectations will drive the production cost to

ever-higher levels” (Noam, 2008: 10).
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Another important factor in the shift in advertising is the increase in media

producers and suppliers, which happens by dramatic decrease in production costs.

As Gibs (2008: 12) emphasizes, with the advent of consumer-generated media the

production of video content online was democratized. Suddenly everyone is a

producer and the cost of production for sites dropped to almost zero. Soon, the

value of consumer correspondents was realized by most major media networks. The

changes are not limited to increase in media production, but also in consumers’

access. As Berman et al. (2008: 31) explains, consumers are increasingly exercising

control of how they view, interact with and filter advertising in a multichannel

world, as they continue to shift their attention away from linear TV and adopt

ad-skipping, ad-sharing, and ad-rating tools. Also consumers are more powerful in

working with technologies and experience more media products. For this reason,

they expect more complicated products and this is important for advertisers,

because it increases the attractiveness of high tech products. Without competent

customers there will be no markets for sophisticated products (Eliasson & Eliasson,

2005: 99). Based on the above mentioned changes, the power shift in advertising

occurs. As a result, advertising revenues are becoming more difficult to earn for

media managers and in particular in the television market. Also cultural difference

has an influence on the level of acceptance of advertising. Zorn, Bellman,

Robinson, and Varan (2013) shows that even subtle cultural differences between

two very similar countries can affect new forms of advertising such as interactive

television (iTV) commercials.

Attention is the key. “This implies advertising incomes stream to any media and

company that is more successful to reach consumers attention. There are trends

which has an influence on gaining consumer attention, and audience fragmentation

is an important part of this trend. Audience fragmentation is a major trend in the

media industry and it is continuing because consumers have a broad set of options.

Multi-tasking is common among youth and they use two or more media forms at the

same time. An example is using the mobile phone and watching Television

simultaneously. For young users, the TV is increasingly becoming a secondary

“background” medium. The primary focus of attention is elsewhere—surfing the

Internet, chatting, or playing an online game. Users spend significant blocks of time

on daily personal Internet usage than watching TV, especially among the heaviest

users. This shift in attention will eventually be reflected in advertising, subscription,

and transactional fees.” (Berman et al., 2008: 35).

25.5 Innovation Inventory

Noam in 2008 argued that Internet TV has not yet found an economic model. Yet in

2017, no model has been strongly established. In this respect, although the aim of

this chapter is not to propose a business model, the focus is on proposing a model

for a more efficient way of attracting users in consumer markets and to strength the

position of Interactive televisions in advertising markets with innovation is the key

element.
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By Eliasson and Eliasson (2005) the advantage of large companies are in their

operational efficiency and access to resources, while the advantage of small

companies is in innovation. They provide this insight towards our discussion that

Television and broadcasting companies have the superiority and advantage in

access to resources, professional staff, talent, infrastructure and capital-intensive

assets; but in innovative ideas that are the demanding assets, there is lack of

competency. Despite many creative talents and innovative minds who work inside

a large media organization—such as Television company—innovative ideas are

always rare and limited. In a close cycle inside the organization, rarely radical

innovations appear, because of a strong tie (Kontinen & Ojala, 2011). In reverse,

the source of innovative ideas and creativity is on the user side and many

blockbusters have sourced from externally generated innovative ideas. Users are

the people who at the same time consume media content and generate idea. The

users have the advantage in innovation, novel, divergent and radical ideas (Same is

for small companies in compare with large ones).

However, user generated contents rarely become popular television programs.

They are mostly popular on internet websites such as YouTube, mobile networks,

etc., but on Television, professional quality is a strict criterion. Here a combination

of production skills and innovative ideas are needed, both for development of ideas

and for production of a high quality content and those skills usually exist in

organizations. A match of those different but complementary advantages is the

key for interactive television to attract the consumer markets.

Innovation Inventory is a warehouse of innovative ideas for media companies.

Rich inventory of innovation gives broader possibilities for media managers to

reach consumers and attract their attention. Thus, the development of innovation

inventory would be one of the key activities for television companies in an

interactive television area. Maybe a new position for “external entrepreneurial

activities” should be developed in television companies to manage different phases

of idea generation, development, selection, fostering, open competition, profes-

sional production, quality control, etc.

Berman et al. (2008) explain advertising marketplace with three key areas for

innovation: consumer innovation, business model innovation, business design and

infrastructure innovation. Consumer innovation implies anyone who meets the

buyer and consumers’ needs to collect and analyze data to produce relevant and

predictive insights. In business model innovation they imply pioneer changes in

how advertising is sold; the structure and forms of partnerships, revenue models,

advertising formats, and reporting metrics. And business design and infrastructure

innovation refers to consumer and business model innovation through redesigned

organizational and operating capabilities across the advertising lifecycle. This

includes—consumer analytics, channel planning, buying/selling, creation, delivery,

and impact reporting. In this paper authors concentrates on consumer innovation.
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Based on this model, interactive television managers use consumers’

innovations as a means to attract their other counterparts by developing those

ideas with professional in-house operations and resources. This model is very

special for television, because professional quality of content is very important

for television managers. Of course quality is important for every types media, but

television, and interactive television in particular, is bound to high-resolution

pictures and high quality of audio, light, plays, narrations, processes, etc. And is

less flexible in the use of low-quality contents in comparison with internet sites and

social network pages and applications—which are direct rivals for advertising

revenues on the net. In this model they leverage their advantages to develop

external innovations: “competence of the large firm to integrate large-scale opera-

tional efficiency with small-scale innovative capability through distributed devel-

opment work and integrated production” (Eliasson & Eliasson, 2005: 91). In fact, at

the same line with the evolution of media—from production to delivery platforms,

the role of interactive television is changing from total producer of content to

developing manager of content. This model is also a development for Khajeheian

framework for efficient media market (2013). The Model emphasizes on the

necessity of creating facilitators in media markets to fill the unmet gaps in the

market that are not profitable for large companies, but are economically viable for

small companies. The current model contributes with innovation inventory and

separation of innovators and prosumers with media entrepreneurs—as they are

facilitators themselves.

Corporate openness has to be encouraged in television companies. Many of them

are very tight on organizational routines and in-house production and less open to
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user innovations. It doesn’t mean that they do not accept external ideas, but they

trust limited specific professional producers. Corporate entrepreneurship leads

organizations to create more openness towards innovative ideas and to build

opportunities for easier and more efficient communication of users. Risk taking is

another essential characteristic of an interactive television management. Many of

ideas and innovations fail and just a few of them succeed. Risk taking is very

important to avoid failures, continue investment and work with other innovations.

The behavioral characteristics of management is critical in leading a television

company to such open and interactive communication with consumers.

Importance of Facilitators
Facilitators are critical elements in the model. They are institutes, authorities,

companies, individuals or any type of providers which assist users or entrepreneurs

to develop the product, service or idea with their resources. Khajeheian (2013)

names seven types of facilitators in media environment: Financial facilitators,

Technical facilitators, business solutions, corporate consultants, R&D institutions,

Market information and data and finally Venture Capitals (different from financial

facilitators, because of their involvement in management). We add media

entrepreneurs to the list, because they are players who explore ideas and foster

innovations and try to commercialize it—in our context to television organization.

The existence of media entrepreneurs feed innovations, because they intermediate

to match, adapt and develop ideas and insights with market needs. Entrepreneurs

are both innovative and facilitators. They enrich innovation inventory. Also there

are other specific facilitators for television-specific innovations, such as Network of

creatives, like meet-ups and idea transfer communications; or Network of

innovation such as freelance developers, graphics, musicians, etc.

Khajeheian (2013) also considers facilitators as signs of an efficient media

market. He argues that in an efficient market, facilitators create a match between

large companies and small ones, make space for value adding and synergetic

cooperation and also provide exit markets after success of innovations. Interactive

television managers have to help facilitators to come into market and assist the

users, prosumers and media entrepreneurs and small production companies to

develop their ideas and produce quality contents. The television organization is a

facilitator too, through the provision of professional development of ideas.

For Further Researches
Based on the proposed thesis in this chapter, it is strongly recommended to

researchers in the fields of media entrepreneurship and innovation to conduct

researches on the implementation of the innovation inventory by media organiza-

tion. User innovation is a treasure of creativity for the media industry, and investi-

gation of the mechanism for leveraging these innovative ideas to media content will

benefit organizations with competitive advantage in this highly competitive market.
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